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Review Essay
JOHN L. KESSELL, SPAIN IN THE SOUTHWEST: A NARRATIVE HISTORY
OF COLONIAL NEW MEXICO, ARIZONA, TEXAS, AND CALIFORNIA

Thomas E. Sheridan

N

o one makes the people of northern New Spain come alive more viv-

idly than John Kessell. From his earliest work on the Jesuit and Franciscan missions of Guevavi and Tumacacori to Spain in the Southwest, his
new historical synthesis of the region, Kessell's historical figures ac he, groan,
lust, and scheme. History, for Kessell, is contact between people, not ideas
or abstract forces, and he uses people- Juan de Onate, Diego de Vargas, Jose
de G,'ilvez, Juan Bautista de Anza - to drive his narrative history ofNew Spain's
northern frontier from Texas to California. Take, for example, "the well-born
Peruvian rogue, former governor of New Mexico and self-proclaimed count,
don Diego Dionisio de Pei'ialosa Briceno y Berdugo." Kessell writes, "During his venal tenure at Santa Fe from 1661 to 1664, Penalosa, a blasphemer
who enjoyed making up dirty jokes about the friars, at one point held Custos

Spain in the Southwest: A Narrative History ofColonial New Mexico, Arizona, Texas, and California. By John L. Kessell. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2002. xvii + 444 pp. 100 halftones, 10 maps, notes, glossary, bibliography, index. $45.00 cloth, ISBN 0-8061-34°7-0.) Thomas
E. Sheridan is Director of the Office of Ethnohistorical Research at the Arizona State Museum

and Professor of Anthropology at the University of Arizona. His research focuses on the political ecology and ethnohistory of the Southwest and Northern Mexico. He has written, edited,
or coedited eleven books, including Arizona: A History (1995), and Empire of Sand: The Seri

Indians and the Struggle for Spanish Sonora, 1645-1803 (1999). His current project is a documentary history of the Hopi Indians during the Spanish and Mexican periods, a joint project
of the Arizona State Museum and the Hopi Tribe.
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Alonso de Posada prisoner in the governor's palace" (p. 137)' What better way
to capture the flesh-and-blood realities of church-state conflict in New Mexico less than a generation before the Pueblo Revolt!
Kessell also renders individual events with dramatic flair: "Snaking eastward, Coronado's loosely jointed column of people, animals, and baggage
receded into the landscape: the hauntingly flat terrain of the Llano Estacado;
endless buffalo herds moving across it like dark, wooly blankets; hailstones so
big they beat down tents, bruised horses, dented helmets, and broke pottery
water jugs" (p. 42)' In a single sentence, Kessell makes his readers feel the
vastness and mystery of the Southern Plains in 1541. Kessell is perhaps the
finest stylist ever to write Hispanic Borderlands history. Who else would have
the skill, or the chutzpah, to start his narrative with the words: "In the beginning, invading Spaniards did possess impressive advantages-imperial state
and militant church, long-range sailing capability, firearms, horses, immunity to smallpox and measles, and more - but they, too, had to urinate." Ifany
historian has ever written a better first sentence, I have not read the book.
Kessell crafts his history with the eye of a novelist, not a social scientist.
And that is Kessell's weakness as well as his strength. Spain in the Southwest is old-fashioned narrative history at its best-a parade of missionaries,
soldiers, and officials fighting one another and their Indian enemies as they
strive to advance and hold New Spain's northern frontier. Very little analysis
undergirds his synthesis. To sink for a moment into the dismal jargon of today, Spain in the Southwest, like most of Kessell's work, is "undertheorized,"
Not that Kessell lacks a point of view. On the contrary, his preface succinctly captures his distinctive philosophy of history and human nature. In
a footnote, taking issue with David Weber, who entitled the first chapter of
his magisterial The Spanish Frontier in North America "Worlds Apart," Kessell states, "Initially, even though Europeans and Native Americans were from
worlds far apart geographically, in basic, acultural, human terms, I think they
understood each other very well." Many scholars, anthropologists in particular, will quarrel with the essentialist assumption that there is any such thing
as "acultural" human nature divorced from the webs of meaning and patterns
of behavior inculcated by family, tribe, nation, and religion.
More troubling is Kessell's corollary assumption: "Indians, too, could be
arrogant and brutal, and Spaniards caring. If we select the facts to fit preconceived stereotypes, we can make the story come out rather the way we want,
which is the nature of propaganda, not history. We can smear or glorify any
group by stringing together mostly atrocities or mostly acts of high humanity.
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If, however, the peoples of the colonial Southwest were more alike than diverse, sharing similar inconstant natures, then we need have no favorites"
(p. xiii).
There is much truth in that statement. But it also absolves the historian
from a serious examination ofthe asymmetrical relations ofpower that characterize any imperial endeavor. Missions are often portrayed as the most benign
and enlightened institutions of Spanish conquest in the Americas. Regardless of the kindness or harshness of individual missionaries, however, missions
were, at their very core, instruments of conquest. The 0'odham (Pimas and
Papagos) were not trying to convert missionaries like the great Jesuit evangelizer of the Pimerfa Alta, Eusebio Francisco Kino, nor were they attempting
to change fundamentally the Spaniards' way oflife. Kino, for all his charisma
and good intentions, drew the 0'odham into an empire that tolerated neither
their belief system nor their adaptation to the desert. In the words oflinguist
(and former Franciscan missionary to the 0'odham) Daniel Matson and ethnohistorian Bernard Fontana:
Thus, in the final analysis, the Spanish conquest was more than the
coming together of Spanish culture and the culture of native peoples.
It was the establishment of an integrated system of domination, that of
a minority who were dependent on a system of power exercised over a
native majority. In this sense, the role of the missionary has been the
role of the aggressor. Simply to "spread news of great joy" is one
matter; to invade the most sacred inner precincts of another man's
being, and thereby to defile him, is something else again. It seems to
us there can be no greater form of violence than this (Matson and
Fontana 197T31)'
Missing, too, from Kessell's work is any serious attempt to put Indians into
any cultural, political, or ecological context other than Spanish imperial designs. Consider how Kessell describes an encounter between Jesuit Felipe
Segesser and 0'odham at Guevavi in the drought-plagued 1730S: "Once, after
he ordered the Natives of his visita at Sonoita, half a day's ride northeast, to
come help clear additional land for planting at Guevavi, their failure to appear
perplex~d him. When he investigated, he found them drunk, celebrating with
gusto their annual rain ceremonial just before the summer planting. Brazen,
they bid him to join them" (p. 229)' Kessell follows that sentence with a long
quote from Segesser himself.
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Kessell could have used this opportunity to discuss the intricate ritual and
haunting imagery of the saguaro wine feast, which celebrates the overwhelming importance of the summer rains to O'odham farmers and gatherers (see
Underhill et al. 1979)' Or he could have talked about the nature of resistance
among the peoples dominated in a colonial society, who have to rely on what
James Scott calls the "weapons of the weak" like sarcasm and foot dragging
(Scott 1985). Instead, Kessell plays the encounter for laughs to illustrate Segesser's sense of humor. We learn no more about the O'odham than what
Segesser has to say about them. The biases ofthe Spanish colonial documentary record are left standing, even though they could have been challenged
by the abundant ethnographic literature on the 0'odham.
In the final analysis, then, Kessell is a transitional figure in the historiography of the Spanish Southwest. Trained at the University of New Mexico and
influenced by historians like France Scholes, Donald Cutter, and Eleanor
Adams, Kessell helped move the field beyond the romanticism and triumphalism of Herbert Eugene Bolton and his students. He portrays the Spaniards
and European missionaries warts and all. His work, so thoroughly grounded
in the documents, allows him to chronicle the failures as well as successes
of New Spain's northern frontier. His Friars, Soldiers, and Reformers: Hispanic Arizona and the Sonoran Mission Frontier, 1767-1856 presents the
struggles of mission and presidio with a depth of detail unparalleled in other
histories of the region (Kessell 1976). Even after repeated readings, I still find
new twists and surprises that Kessell turned up in the archives nearly thirty
years ago.
At the same time, however, Kessell has adopted few ofthe analytical techniques or theoretical approaches of a newer generation of social historians
like Cynthia Radding, Susan Deeds, or Robert Jackson. There is no demographic or economic analysis, no systematic consideration ofIndian land and
labor under the colonial system, no sustained exploration of the complex and
creative ways in which Indians resisted, accommodated, rejected, reshaped,
or selectively incorporated Old World plants, animals, symbols, rituals, or
political systems. David Weber does a much better job of incorporating these
newer approaches into his narrative history of the region (Weber 1992). Bernard Fontana's Entrada: The Legacy ofSpain and Mexico in the United States
is more sensitive to the cultures and creativity of Indian peoples (Fontana
1994)' Steeped in the documents, Kessell remains wedded to the documen-

tary record, largely overlooking other lines of evidence - ethnography, eth. nology, archaeology, demography, oral traditions, and the reconstruction of
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past climates and environments-necessary to tell a more complete story of
the clash between Indians and Europeans.
Nonetheless, younger historians have much to learn from Kessell. As more
of them incorporate the insights of critical theory and postmodernism into
their work, they encumber their writing with the impenetrable jargon of those
intellectual currents. The result is the same disregard for graceful English
that has made unreadable so much cultural anthropology published in the
past fifteen years. The real trick is to convey complex ideas in clear prose. If
what we all tell are stories- ifobjectivity is elusive and multiple narratives are
possible-then we should learn to tell the story we select well. No one tells a
story better than John Kessell.
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Book Reviews

Propriety and Permissiveness in Bourbon Mexico. By Juan Pedro Viqueira
Alban. Translated by Sonya Lipsett-Rivera and Sergio Rivera Ayala. Latin
American Silhouettes Series. (Wilmington, Del.: Scholarly Resources, 1999.
xxii + 280 pp. Tables, notes, glossary, bibliography, index. $55.00 cloth, ISBN
0-8420-2466-2, $19.95 paper, ISBN 0-8420-2467-0.)
Juan Pedro Viqueira Alban has written a delightful book only recently
made available in an excellent English translation after a decade or so of
familiarity to a Spanish-reading public. It is a work likely to engage the imagination of experts, interested laymen, and undergraduate students. In a short
review one cannot begin to do justice to the author's richly descriptive tapestry of street life and popular entertainments in eighteenth-century Mexico
City nor, frankly, to his methodological questions, raised mostly by indirection,
about doing cultural history in a newer, more anthropologically-oriented
fashion. Indeed, the work is something of a pioneer in Mexico, conveying all
the richness of the approach but also raising many questions about how a
historian can get at forms of popular consciousness and the meanings of cultural expression. In a series of chapters and digressions, Viqueira Alban relies
on unpublished documents, policy reports, legal prescriptions, contemporary journalistic accounts, and other sources to discuss bullfighting, the theater,
public religious observance, dancing, gambling, patterns of alcohol consumption, ball games, and other forms of street culture in the capital of New Spain
from about the end of the seventeenth century to the first few decades after
Mexico gained its independence in 1821.
Many of Viqueira Alban's main themes are also found in work on early
modern European history. In Propriety and Permissiveness in Bourbon Mexico he explores primarily two that are interrelated. First, the Spanish colonial
authorities, and the colonial elite more generally, viewed popular cLlstomsdrinking, dancing, religious celebration, theater-going and others -as increasingly licentious, dangerous threats to public morality and order (and
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possibly the state itself). Second, legal and political efforts to reform or at least
control the more riotous expressions of popular culture encountered resistance from the "lower orders." As the author develops these themes, the reader
encounters fascinating discussions of the social venues, cultural meanings,
and economic significance of the popular consumption of pulque, an ubiquitous intoxicant fermented from agave juice; of viceregal attempts to tame
riotous habits of theater-going (the author's descriptions inevitably remind us
of what we have read of the Old Globe in Shakespeare's day) and create a
more dignified, realistic, and didactic theatrical culture (to little effect); and
the delicious scene of Franciscan and Trinitarian clerics beating each other
over questions of precedence with the crosses they carried in a 1697 religious
procession.
The book has some problems that are more broadly typical of this sort of
cultural history. The author often proves himselfbetter at "thick description"
than at answering, in a sociological way, concrete questions about causation.
There is also a tendency to introduce anachronistic concepts into the analysis of eighteenth-century Mexico, ideas such as the existence of a "bourgeois"
sensibility when it is hard to find a bourgeoisie at all. Finally, one must follow the author some distance to infer the nature of popular consciousness
and practice from the surviving documentation, which often consist oflegal
prescriptions ancl various expressions of hand-wringing by the colonial authorities. Still, important as these issues are, they do not in the end detract from the
work's value, given that there is much here to delight and inform any reader.
Eric Van Young
University of California, San Diego

Mexican Consuls and Labor Organizing: Imperial Politics in the American
Southwest. By Gilbert G. Gonzalez. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1999.
xii + 277 pp. Halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $4°.00 cloth, ISBN 0-2927282 3-9, $19.95 paper, ISBN 0-292-72824-7.)
This is an excellent study of the role of Mexican consuls in four agricultural strikes in California during the Great Depression. Gilbert G. Gonzalez
uses material from the national archives of the United States and Mexico, as
well as labor documents and other primary sources to illustrate that strikes in
Los Angeles County, the San Joaquin Valley, and the Imperial Valley cannot be fully understood without an examination of Mexican consular inter-
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vention. He concludes that the driving force behind consular activities during these strikes was an underlying commitment to work with California
growers and local, state, and federal officials to break the strikes and defeat
leftist forces competing for the allegiances of Mexican immigrant workers.
Their efforts, Gonzalez argues, complied with foreign policy directives from
Mexico City.
Gonzalez shows how the corporatist arrangements that were institutionalized in the post-Revolutionary Mexican state in the 1920S and 1930S shaped
the consuls' role in limiting the political sweep of these California strikes.
During one strike, growers encouraged-and even threatened-workers to
join a conservative, consulate-sponsored union in order to contain labor militancy, keep radicalism in check, and peacefully resolve the strike. Although
growers sometimes did not fully appreciate such mediation by Mexican consuls, the Mexican government continued to employ its own "kept" unions to
contain and dampen labor radicalism. The strategy included efforts to expand the role of the Confederaci6n Regional Obrera Mexicana (CROM)
and later the Confederaci6n de Trabajadores Mexicanos (CTM) to regions
north of the border. The CTM launched a marginally successful campaign
to create a "CTM del Norte" in the American Southwest by organizing locals in Texas and California in the late 1930S. Although the CTM del Norte
worked to improve wages and working conditions for Mexican immigrants,
its campaign took place within the strict parameters of Mexico's dependent
economic relationship with the United States. At the request of the Texas
Infants Company in San Antonio, for example, the organization tried to persuade Mexican women garment workers not to join a strike called by the
International Ladies Garment Workers Union in 1938.
The Mexican government appealed to a sense of patriotism and national
identification among its expatriates in the United States, but Gonzalez's nuanced treatment of the interactions between ethnicity and class reveals the
class-based limits of "Mexicanidad." Militants who rejected consulate-sponsored solutions to strikes were often deported through collaboration between
Mexican consuls and U.S. officials.
This study makes an important contribution to the body of literature on
the role of Mexican consuls in the affairs of the Mexican immigrant community in the United States. By demonstrating that consuls have worked closely
with business interests in the United States, even during the reformist regime
of Mexico's president Lazaro Cardenas, Gonzalez challenges the Mexican
government's self-promoted image as protector of its expatriates. He also shows
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that consulate initiatives in California's agricultural strikes grew from and
reinforced Mexico's neocolonial relationship with its northern neighbor.
Gregg Andrews
Southwest Texas State University

Botos, Bolillos, Pochos, and Pelados: Class and Culture on the South Texas
Border. By Chad Richardson. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1999. xxii +
292 pp. Halftones, line drawings, map, figures, tables, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $35.00 cloth, ISBN 0-292-77091-X, $17.95 paper, ISBN 0-29277°9°-1.)
Even in the face of wrenching poverty contrasted with extensive wealth,
valley residents are "innovators and problem solvers on the forefront of
change," in a way that promises to affect social, economic and political relationships farther north into the Texas hinterland and beyond (p. 2). Thus
argues Chad Richardson, in this fascinating, well-written book, which takes
the reader on a sociological tour of the south Texas-Mexico border. Based on
over six thousand personal interviews, Batos, Bolillos, Pochos, and Pelados
provides a series of sociological snapshots oflife along the border and attempts
to show how the wealthy, middle class, the poor, workers, Mexicans, Mexican Americans, Anglos, and African Americans coexist, as he explains it, in
relative harmony along la frontera. While the optimistic tone employed by
Richardson sometimes seems exaggerated, it is carefully balanced by the stories of farm workers, domestic servants, and colonia residents whose words
show the desperate nature of their lives. Through interviews of such people,
Richardson reveals their grit and determination, humor, and humanity. The
author successfully balances the themes ofvictimization and agency by powerfully demonstrating how migrant workers, domestic servants, maquiladora
employees, and others face tremendous inequalities and challenges, and yet
are to be admired for their creativity, adaptability, tenacity, and generosity.
However rich in description, the work would have benefited from a more
analytical approach. Richardson shows, for example, how farm workers were
cheated by unscrupulous farmers as well as by team leaders who acted as
intermediaries between workers and owners. Such acts of dishonesty fluctuated between 1954 and 1994, but the author does not explain why these fluctuations occurred or how they might be prevented or minimized in the future.
Moreover, the book's heavy dependence on oral interviews at the expense of
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other types of primary documentation and a sometimes ahistorical outlook
detract from an otherwise powerfully written piece. The author does attempt
to show change and continuity along the border over the past half-century,
but from a historian's perspective, the book would be enhanced by use of a
broader array of primary sources and a stronger focus on the relationship of
Richardson's story to historical literature.
Despite these concerns, the book provides rich insights into the experience of contemporary life on the Texas-Mexico border and makes a valuable
contribution to our understanding of the complicated nature of border life.
Richardson's book will be useful for undergraduate sociology and history
courses, scholars interested in borderlands issues, and will be accessible to
general readers as well. Although the book focuses on the southern TexasMexico border region, scholars of western and New Mexican history will find
it a useful and interesting work that sets the terms of discussion for future
studies comparing and contrasting border experiences in other states.
Anthony Quiroz
Texas A6M University at Corpus Christi

Border Boss: Manuel B. Bravo and Zapata County. By J. Gilberta Quezada.
Canseco-Keck History Series, no. 1. (College Station: TexasA&M University
Press, 1999. xviii + 291 pp. Halftones, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95
cloth, ISBN 0-89°96-865-9,)
South Texas is rich in political history and lore. While almost a world unto
itself, the region has, nevertheless, influenced the politics of Texas and the
nation, and is an emerging field for scholarship. J. Gilberta Quezada's Border Boss: Manuel B. Bravo and Zapata County provides valuable insight into
this region by offering a case study of a political boss in a county on the RIo
Grande between RIO Grande City and Laredo.
Born in 1901 in Hidalgo County in the Lower Rio Grande Valley, Manuel
Box Bravo learned the ways of political bossism as a young man while working
as part of Hidalgo County's infamous A. Y. Baker regime. After moving upriver
to Zapata County in 1933, Bravo was elected county judge and served in that
position for twenty years (1937-1957). Border Boss covers in rich detail the
many aspects of Bravo's two-decade tenure, the focus of the book. In addition
to Bravo's role in the 1948 senate campaign of Lyndon B. Johnson, this reviewer was especially intrigued by the author's coverage of the massive Falcon
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Dam construction. Quezada follows Bravo's career after the boss left the judgeship to pursue private employment, often under the patronage of Johnson,
his longtime political associate. To the end of his life in 1984, Bravo was a
staunch member of the Democratic Party.
As county judge, Bravo was one of a colorful crew of political bosses who
helped to determine the course of South Texas politics in the first half of the
twentieth century. Quezada persuasively argues a revisionist view that, during Bravo's time, South Texas was a vast "political quilt" (p. 3) of bosses who
formed complex and varied alliances. Such a system contrasted with the earlier eras in which one man dictated events in most of the region (i.e. George
Parr, the so-called Duke of Dual). Moreover, the author illustrates that while
adhering to many features of traditional American political bosses, Bravo was
no greedy or ruthless petty despot. Although he shrewdly guided an allegedly
corrupt machine, Bravo assisted his constituents (supporters and adversaries
alike), never enriched himself, and influenced events through his superior
abilities in dealing reasonably with people.
Special note must be made of the author's archival sources. Because he
married into the Bravo family, Quezada had access to the privately held papers
ofJudge Bravo himself. These materials, previously untapped, were housed in
the family's home. Although familial loyalties can sometimes limit an author,
Quezada's connections made the study possible and enriched the story. His
example should encourage others with such inside contacts to locate Mexican
American archival materials that shed light on similarly elusive subjects.
Border Boss has justifiably received positive recognition from the historical community. Published as the first volume of the Canseco-Keck History
Series by Texas A&M University Press, it is a splendid product by an accomplished biographer. Set in la frontera, the volume is useful to anyone interested in southwestern border studies.
Thomas H. Kreneck
Texas A6M University at Corpus Christi

The Century of u.s. Capitalism in Latin America. By Thomas O'Brien. Dialogos Series. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1999. xiii + 199
pp. Halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $45.00 cloth, ISBN 0-8263-1995-5,
$19·95 paper, ISBN 0-8263-1996-3.)
Using an extensive bibliography and examples from various countries, the
author has written an optimistic book about U.S. economic involvement in
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Latin America in the twentieth century. O'Brien concludes that, "at the close
of the twentieth century, U.S. enterprise appears to have carried out a transformational mission which far exceeds the most ambitious of nineteenth-century
merchants for political and religious influence" (p. 169)' The monograph is
strongest in its analysis of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries by
depicting, for example, the way in which U.S. entrepreneurs shifted from trading relations to direct investments in the region. In taking on such a large and
complex topic in 169 pages, however, it suffers from generalization and a lack
of continuity.
In the first chapter entitled "Merchants and Their Missions," one paragraph notes how workers in the late-nineteenth-century United States joined
unions (p. 17)' Two subsequent paragraphs point to the response of capital.
O'Brien writes, "In the face of this radical threat, corporate leaders adopted
a strategy of taming labor militancy by offering education in basic skills and
American values along with improved medical services, retirement and profit
sharing plans designed to make workers feel part of a large and beneficent
corporate family" (p. 29). Such a description does little to provide a reader
with a sense of the widespread violence inflicted upon labor by corporations
from the 1880s (in 1886 there were fourteen hundred strikes in the United
States) well into the twentieth century.
Another problem area is in the depiction of Fulgencio Batista, "the most
important political figure in Cuba" from 1934 until he fled the advancing
Fidel Castro in 1959. O'Brien writes that, "while rejecting the radical goals
of worker control and Cuban economic sovereignty, he [Batista] did support
better wages for unionized workers and improved opportunities for the Cuban middle class in U.S. corporations" (p. 96). This upbeat portrayal distorts
the incompetence and corruption of Batista and the cronies who surrounded
him. Similarly, readers learn about "two Harvard trained men, Miguel de la
Madrid and Carlos Salinas de Gortari who attained the Mexican presidency"
(p. 165). Certainly a sentence could be included noting the billions of dollars stolen by these "U.S. trained technocrats" and sent to U.S. and Swiss
bank accounts.
Several insightful paragraphs spread throughout the book show how the
cycles of the world petroleum market influenced political discourse in Venezuela from the 1920S to the 19605. Economic nationalism in Venezuela resulted in passage of the important petroleum law of 1943, which forced
Standard Oil to increase its tax payments. Such initiatives paved the way for
the creation of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC).
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Political challenges to US. corporate influence also setthe stage for the appearance of Hugo Chavez, a junior officer who attempted to lead a military coup
on 2 February 1992. During the 1990S, Chavez "catapulted onto the national
political stage," in the words of Fred Rosen and Jo-Marie Burt in a recent
essay (NACLA Report on the Americas 33:6). Chavez won the democratic
election for the presidency of Venezuela in December 1998. Unfortunately,
neither Chavez nor the Shining Path guerrillas of Peru, two of the most important opponents of US. capital in the region, are mentioned in the book.
The Century of
Capitalism in Latin America is a useful introductory
overview of U.S. trade and capital investment in Latin America. Hopefully
it will inspire undergraduate students to think critically about how the international economy has impacted so many aspects of Latin American societies and cultures.

u.s.

Dale Graden
University of Idaho

The U.S.-Mexican Border in the Twentieth Century. By David E. Lorey. Latin
American Silhouettes Series. (Wilmington, Del.: Scholarly Resources, 1999.
x + 195 pp. Halftones, maps, notes, index. $55.00 cloth, ISBN 0-8420-2755-6,

$17.95 paper, ISBN 0-8420-2756-4.)
David E. Lorey provides a service to professors and students by producing
a basic text on the history ofthe US;-Mexican border. Professor Lorey skillfully
draws upon the work of others and his experience in the classroom in briefly
synthesizing the common themes that run through border historiography.
Lorey, well published in borderlands statistics, exercises restraint by carefully
choosing his data and then presenting it in an understandable manner.
A once-isolated frontier region, the borderline originally meant little as
people, ideas, and commerce crossed it unencumbered. The merging of the
United States and Mexico at the border created a unique economy, society,
and culture that has evolved, adjusted, and survived from the colonial period
to the present. Even as the border became more intrusive, residents remained
resourceful, independent, and often at odds with their respective central governments.
Merged life on the border produced a complicated binational economy.
Cattle ranching and mining came to attract US. and European capital in the
late nineteenth century. With the disruption of the economy during and af-
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ter the Mexican Revolution, tourism became a staple of the immediate border, which weathered the Great Depression and continued beyond Worid
War II. Serious industrialization occurred after the war, leading to the establishment of maquilas and, later, the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA). Economic boom and bust is a theme that runs through all of
Lorey's border history.
The movement of many varied people characterizes the U.S.-Mexican
border society and culture. People move back and forth between Mexico and
the United States as well as remaining permanently. Indigenous border people, people of European and African origins, Asians, and migrants of mixed
ancestry from all parts of Mexico contribute to the border's contemporary
myriad culture. This attraction of a diverse population to both sides of the
line assures a continued blending and changing of border society and culture
that preserves for the future the region's uniqueness to both countries.
Many scholars today feel that the border receives unjustifiable treatment
as a homogeneous group of points. Any border survey should help dispel this
misconception. One cannot fault Lorey, however, as the greater depth and
interpretation required to explore these differences would defeat his purposecrafting a short, concise survey that acts as a basic introduction to border evolution and presents enough information to guide historians and students in
their own investigations.
The conciseness of this book is both an asset and detraction. Serious border students are left with an unsatisfied hunger for detail while the less knowledgeable reader may remain a bit inadequately informed. In other words, this
work is the big picture. This criticism could be easily resolved with additional
readings by the student or fleshing-out by the instructor using the book as a
course text. Additionally, this work intentionally neglects politics.
The bottom line: No better synopsis of the U.S.-Mexican border exists.
Robin Robinson
Arizona State University

Urban Latino Cultures: La Vida Latina en L.A. Edited by Gustavo Leclerc,
Rat!l Villa, and Michael Dear. (Thousand Oaks, Calif.: SAGE Publications,
published in association with the Southern California Studies Center ofthe
University of Southern California, 1999. viii + 214 pp. Color plates, halftones,

index. $69.95 cloth,

ISBN

0-7619-1619-9, $25.95 paper,

ISBN

0-7619-1620-2.)
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This eclectic and engaging collection of essays, photo essays, literature, and
art congeals surprisingly well to represent the cultural mosaic of Latina/a Los
Angeles. However, the book is not a comprehensive and systematic analysis.
Readers looking for a more traditional scholarly treatment of Los Angeles's
burgeoning, dynamic, and highly diverse Latina/o population may be disappointed. Herein, however, lies the appeal of this provocative, insightful, and
aesthetically pleasing tome.
The book is comprised of an ensemble ofvoices that traverse a broad variety
of literary and artistic genres including performance and collage art, political
cartoons, interviews, essays, and other combinations. The collection provides
a broad sampling of Latina/o cultural spaces as objects of the contributors'
gaze but, moreover, testifies to a dynamic and emergent intellectual life in Los
Angeles's Latina/o communities. Characterized by a diversity that is at once
generational and geographical, the chapters present a cross section ofmoments
and spaces in the millions of stories that comprise Latina/o Los Angeles.
The volume begins with an enthusiastic, albeit somewhat disappointing
cliche-burdened introduction, which attempts to contextualize Latina/o Los
Angeles. Fortunately, this slight weakness is overshadowed by the editors'
brilliant selection of contributions beginning with Rail! Villa's "Aquf estamos
y no nos vamos: Place Struggles in Latino Los Angeles" and Don Nomrark's
photo essay of Chavez Ravine. The two chapters, along with Tomas TharraFoustos's reflections on the Chicano Project, establish an ample and informative political and cultural context.
Among the more noteworthy of the chapters is Marfa Elena Fernandez's
"Bars and Belonging," a well crafted and compelling personal vista of the
metamorphosis of the east Hollywood neighborhood of her childhood. The
collection ofLalo Alcaraz's witty political cartoons, contained in L.A. Cucaracha Urban Sketch Journal, exemplifies the take-no-prisoners political satire that typifies his contributions to the L.A. Weekly. In "Choosing Chicano
in the 199os" Yvette C. Doss presents a provocative and informative view into
the underground music scene in "Los(t) Angeles." Finally, L. A. Real testifies to the literary genius ofTeresa Chavez in an engaging play that examines
the interplay of identities residing within that category we call Latina/a.
The high point of the book, however, is well-known writer Ruben Martinez's ingenious essay examining the complexities of transnational Native
American identities in postcolonial contexts. Unfortunately for a great many
readers including many Latinas/os, the essay, authored in Spanish, was without an English translation. I was somewhat dumfounded as to why the editors
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chose to exclude so many readers from this most important, cutting-edge,
and theoretically sophisticated essay. Overall, despite the minor problems,
Urban Latino Cultures is an enjoyable, insightful, and accessible text. It is an
important and timely endeavor and the editors should be credited for bringing together this talented and diverse group of artists and writers who populate the dynamic intellectual scene of Latina/o Los Angeles.
Bernardo P. Gallegos
University ofIllinois at Chicago

Tribes, Treaties, and Constitutional Tribulations. By Vine Deloria Jf. and David
E. Wilkins. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1999. xi + 209 pp. Notes, bibliography, indexes. $3°.00 cloth, ISBN 0-292-716°7-9, $14'95 paper, ISBN 0292-71608-7. )
The lives of Native peoples are dominated by law more than those of any
other group in the United States. Between the so-called "trust relationship,"
the Bureau of Indian Affairs's historic land and resource controls, and congressionally mandated policies on everything from education to gaming and
tribal recognition, Indian tribal members are regulated in ways that would be
unbelievable to their fellow Americans.
Vine Deloria Jf. and David E. Wilkins have written an important book
that looks at this dominance, confusion, and complexity of Native American law in fresh, exciting, and challenging terms. Tribes, Treaties, and Constitutional Tribulations is a rare work oflegal and cultural scholarship. The
book can be read on many levels. A neophyte in the field can use it as an
introductory primer while, at the same time, a sophisticated student of Indian law will find it enriching and informative. There is no comparable
book offering both an in-depth analysis of Native Americans in the history
and application of American constitutionalism, and a defiant challenge to
the basic assumptions upon which twentieth-century Indian jurisprudence
has been based.
The authors have chosen to organize their book in a way that makes it especially valuable as a resource or reference guide. That role is important because there really is no basic constitutional Indian law treatise. The preliminary
chapters of the book explore European Indian policy, the Articles of Confederation, and the relationship of Indian tribes to the three branches of the
federal government. The main body of the work considers the historical
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development of Constitutional clauses, the Constitutional amendments and,
finally, the status ofIndian tribes and the Constitution.
Tribes, Treaties, and Constitutional Tribulation directly confronts the difficulty- indeed, the authors suggest, impossibility-of maintaining an effective Indian policy after the end of treaty making. The authors argue most
effectively that "unless the treaty-making process is continued in some formal
manner, the treaty-making clause does not apply and there is no protection
under the Constitution for Indian tribes at all" (p. 70).
I urge readers interested not just in Indian law but also in American constitutionalism and constitutional history to read Tribes, Treaties, and Constitutionalism. As brilliantly perceptive as their Indian analysis may be, Deloria
and Wilkins give us many insightful lessons that reach beyond Native American issues. As the authors note at the conclusion of their introduction: "The
degree to which American Indian Nations and Indian persons have or have not
received recognition and protection from the u.s. Constitution is, in large
measure, an accurate gauge of the capability of the Constitution to meet the
needs of American society" (p. xi).
Rennard Strickland
Dean and Philip H. Knight Professor of Law
University of Oregon

Termination Revisited: American Indians on the Trail to Self-Determination,
1933-1955. By Kenneth R. Philp. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1999.
xv + 247 pp. 25 halftones, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $5°.00 cloth, ISBN
0-8°3 2-37 23-5. )
While some American Indians battled Axis forces overseas and others on
the home front helped to manufacture the materiel to wage World War II,
voices arose in Congress and among the nation's bureaucrats calling for an
end to federal guardianship over Native Americans. Kenneth Philp's Termi-

nation Revisited: American Indians on the Trail to Self-Determination, 19331955 traces with precision the emergence and ultimate demise of"termination"
as federal Indian policy. In so doing, he inevitably revisits material and reasserts
conclusions previously offered by other scholars such as Don Fixico, but his
detailed and extensive investigation illuminates the complex interplay among
Washington bureaucrats, congressional representatives, White House officials, and pan-Indian organizations in fashioning postwar Indian policy.
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Termination, writes Philp, was intended to end "colonial rule by the Indian Bureau" and extend to Native Americans the right of self-determination
(p. xii). The definition of "self-determination," however, varied widely. To
New Dealers, it implied the Indians' right to an existence as distinctly independent municipalities protected by federal authority, and the right to decide
individually which course to pursue-assimilation into the mainstream or
retention of tribal culture and values. The postwar conservative consensus
preferred Indians emancipated from federal guardianship, placed under state
jurisdiction, and sustaining themselves in a manner consistent with American concepts of individualism and capitalism in a conformist national setting. To Indians themselves, Philp notes, termination and self-determination
promised "different things to different groups," although generally expressed
was their shared opposition to a melting pot concept (p. xi).
Philp charts the role played by the National Congress of American Indians (NCAI) to promote the Indians' perspective, and he argues that the organization's spokespersons comprised a forceful, new Indian leadership.
Despite the NCAI voice, termination as federal policy ignored Indian definitions and unequivocally reflected the paternalistic posturing so common to
Washington's historic relationship with Native Americans. The movement
was purportedly for Indians but without Indian control.
Philp correctly portrays Commissioner ofIndian Affairs Dillon Myer as a
man determined to move Indians into mainstream society without much
regard for conflicting Indian preferences or degrees of tribal acculturation,
and he presents Myer's leadership as complicated by uncertain methods to
attain assimilation and compromised by his idea that "all Americans should
be alike" (p. 168). Moreover, Philp's effective use ofNCAI records moves the
book toward the "Indian-centered" perspective he wished to present. By its
own admission, the NCAI did not speak for all Indians and typically reflected
the attitudes of those most acculturated.
Regrettably absent in this work, however, is a greater diversity of Indian
opinions and responses to Washington's postwar direction. Disappointing,
too, is the limited attention to state governments anticipating the assumption
of jurisdiction over Native Americans and the increased financial burdens
those states would confront. Tennination Revisited nonetheless reveals the
intensity and complexity of forming federal Indian policy in mid-twentiethcentury America and is a solid addition to the field of Indian studies.
Kenneth William Townsend
Coastal Carolina University
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Collecting Native America, 1870-1960. Edited by Shepard Krech III and Barbara Hail, foreword by William C. Sturtevant. (Washington, D.G.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1999- vi + 298 pp. 55 halftones, bibliography, index.

$45.00 cloth,

ISBN

1-56098-815-0.)

For many collectors, after the thrill of the acquisitions chase is over, there
comes the important query of where their collections will go. Will they be
dispersed via auction or sale, or will they be housed, intact, in an institution
devoted to similar materials, perhaps even bearing the collector's name? For
most of the collectors profiled in Shepard Krech III and Barbara Hail's book,
Collecting Native America, 1870-1960, the answer was not difficult to supply:
they simply built their own museums. All feared that Native Americans and
their culture would soon disappear and thus it became their obligation to
preserve the art and artifacts for future generations of Americans.
First presented at the conference, "Collectors /Museum Founders and
American Indians," held at the Smithsonian Institution in 1995, the nine chapters profiling eleven collectors try to answer the basic question: What in each
collector's background led him or her to specialize in Native American culture? Curators who now deal with these collections commented on the guidance collectors received from experts in the field, how much information
collectors recorded about individual pieces, what they noted on provenance
and how they limited the scope of their collecting.
For a George Heye, a Phoebe Hearst, a Clara Sears, or a Rudolf Haffenreffer, cost was not a major hindrance. They could purchase any single object or an entire collection ifthey wanted. Once an interest had gone beyond
being a hobby for them, they devoted their energies and fortunes to establishing museums. Sears and Haffenreffer began their museums on property they
owned, and Hearst expanded the Museum ofAnthropology at the University
of California in Berkeley, while Mr. Heye's collections became the Museum
of the American Indian. While these individuals collected and foundedmuseums, they also supported various scholars and expeditions, representing
what might be called the philanthropic collectors.
Not all of the collectors described possessed great wealth. Molly Lee refers to Sheldon Jackson as part of another group, "the resident/returnee collectors, some of whom were missionaries"(p. 27)' As missionaries ventured
forth from Europe and America to the rest of the world, they often collected
examples of religious or ceremonial art from the indigenous people they were
trying to convert, both preserving that art and destroying its power. Such items
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were usually sent home so that future missionaries would have a sense of the
cultures they encountered, but Jackson followed that phase of collecting with
another: he encouraged indigenous artists to continue creating masks, rattles,
and other objects for sale to tourists and to support his mission work.
While Sheldon Jackson's work was aimed at changing traditional belief
systems, Mary Cabot Wheelwright and Ernest Thompson Seton were among
those who devoted their efforts to preserving and understanding Native American culture. They, as Nancy J. Parezo and Karl A. Hoerig write, were "educational collectors" (pp. 2°5-6). Wheelwright worked with Hosteen Klah to
preserve Navajo traditions while Seton and his wife fostered cross-cultural
understanding through their Woodcraft Indians program using their collection of artifacts.
Whether termed missionary, philanthropic, or educational collectors, each
of these eleven people (others discussed are David McCord, Charles Lummis,
and Francis and Mary Crane) sought to share the artifacts they assembled and
their knowledge with the general public. Their collections were not intended
to be personal cabinets of curiosities restricted to visits by a select few. As
museum directors, they encouraged the public to visit, often staging events
like the pageants organized at Clara Sears's Fruitlands American Indian Museum or Rudolf Haffenreffer's Mount Hope Farm to emphasize the welcome
(pp. 121-26, 187-9°). Although they apparently did not always record as much
information as present-day museum practice expects and on occasion may
have mingled less than authentic pieces among more genuine works, their
motives were still generous and their legacies important.
The anthology is a fascinating, well-written study of collecting. The only
flaw is the poor reproduction of many of the black-and-white illustrations,
which are often blurry and indistinct.
Moira F. Harris

St. Paul, Minnesota

World War II and the American Indian. By Kenneth William Townsend. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2000. x + 272 pp. Halftones,
notes, bibliography, index. $35.00 cloth, ISBN 0-8263-2038-4.)
Crossing the Pond: The Native American Effort in World War II. By Jere' Bishop Franco. War and the Southwest Series, no. 7. (Denton: University of
North Texas Press, 1999. xvii + 232 pp. Halftones, notes, bibliography, index,

$29·95 cloth, ISBN 1-57441-065-2.)
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World War II holds special importance for American Indians. During the
conflict, a sizeable number of Indian men and women left reservations to
enter the military or to perform war jobs. In so doing, they worked beside
non-Indians and experienced lifestyles vastly different from those they previously knew. Perhaps more importantly, Indians' migration to urban areas
continued into the postwar era. Alison Bernstein's American Indians and

World War II (1991) first examined these and other themes. The two volumes
reviewed below supplement Bernstein's pioneer effort.
Townsend's study starts with a background chapter on Indian affairs from
the 1920S to the outbreak of war. He follows with a chapter on Nazi attempts
to propagandize Indians through the American Indian Federation, a bitterly
antigovernment group. In one of the better passages, Townsend discusses
southern Indians' long struggle to avoid being classified as Blacks by state
Selective Service officials. Townsend later argues that Whites had a long tradition of integrating Indians into society, but Blacks faced a very different set
of attitudes.
Townsend's chapters on Indians' military experiences and home-front activities form the heart of the book. His discussion of military participation is
largely anecdotal and emphasizes Indians' bravery and successful integration
into White units. The Indians' extraordinary contributions to the home front,
Townsend suggests, were a microcosm of the general public's activities, but
Indians suffered more from funding cuts and dislocations than did Whites.
Townsend tends to attribute more importance to Indian Commissioner
John Collier and the Bureau of Indian Affairs than is warranted, but he correctly asserts that the commissioner's propaganda about Indians' contributions misled Congress into assuming that the Indians wanted assimilation.
Collier, in other words, sowed the seeds for postwar termination, a development that he bitterly opposed.
Although Franco's Crossing the Pond sometimes parallels Townsend's study,
her organization and coverage are surprisingly different. Instead of a background chapter, for example, Franco launches immediately into the Nazis'
propaganda campaign. In addition to abundant research in hard-core primary
sources, Franco adopts a rather critical stance in discussing the impact of the
war on Indians. She emphasizes that the registration and drafting of Indians
were much more complicated and difficult than indicated by previous writers. She also strongly questions the government's use of Indians' natural resources during the war. Like Townsend, Franco sees a strong link between
Collier's propaganda and postwar termination policies.
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The highlight of Franco's book is her chapter on the Santa Fe Indian Club.
A recreational group formed before the war for boarding-school students, the
organization began sending gift packages and newsletters to members in the
military and corresponding with those serving around the world after 1941.
Although Franco evidently did not see one of two collections of members'
letters, she reveals the elusive "voice of the Indian" and successfully profiles
attitudes of former students toward the war.
Although these books are worthwhile, both suffer from factual errors and
related problems. Townsend, for example, incorrectly identifies Senator Burton K. Wheeler as coauthor of the original Wheeler-Howard bill when he
merely sponsored the legislation. Franco identifies Paul McNutt as "Paul
McNitt," and, closer to home, she misspells this reviewer's name in the bibliography. Grammatical. problems occasionally mar Franco's text, and she
seems confused over congressional procedures. Clearly, her publisher needed
to provide better editorial support.
Donald L. Pannan
Purdue University

Riders of the West: Portraits from Indian Rodeo. By Peter Iverson, photographs
by Linda MacCannell, foreword by Carolyn O. Buffalo. (Seattle: University
of Washington Press, 1999. xxi + 120 pp. 70 duotones, 2 maps, glossary, bibliography, notes, index, $24-95 paper, ISBN 0-295-97786-8.)
Native Americans have been participating in the sport of rodeo for more
than a century, yet most casual fans probably would be hard pressed to name
a single Indian contestant. Only one, Nez Perce bronc rider Jackson Sundown,
occupies a hallowed place in the Rodeo Hall of Fame of the National Cowboy and Western Heritage Museum in Oklahoma City. Sundown, however,
was not the only Native American to compete successfully at the Pendleton
Roundup, Cheyenne Frontier Days, and other prestigious western rodeos.
While paying just tribute to these Indian champions, historian Peter Iverson and photographer Linda MacCannell are more interested in portraying
rodeo's role in Native cultural survival than in celebrating individual arena
victories. In many communities, Indian rodeo has not only become an overarching expression of community and family pride but also a vehicle to help
reinforce traditional values against an ever-present backdrop of adversity and
change.
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The roots of rodeo in Native communities in the United States and Canada date to the early twentieth century when the sport began to take hold
throughout the North American West. Given their historical relationship
with horses and their expertise as riders, many Indians were understandably
drawn to rodeo competition as a means of demonstrating their equestrian
skills and gaining personal recognition. Along the way, Indian rodeos evolved
organizationally much as they did in non-Indian communities. By the late
i950s, for example, a formal association representing Indian cowboys had
developed, as had several regional rodeo associations, which produced events
in the United States and Canada.
Entertaining, informative, and beautifully presented, this aptly titled volume is not simply a well-illustrated historical narrative or an attractive "picture" book, but rather a successful collaboration that melds text and imagery
with unusual balance, sensitivity, and cohesiveness. Drawing upon his previous work, When Indians Became Cowboys, Iverson's briskly moving narrative
surrounds the photographer's crisp images with important historical perspective and essential context. MacCannell's photographs, on the other hand, lend
to the subject humanity and emotion that words alone cannot always convey.
Full of proud, confident faces, her individual and group portraits are particularly striking and not only capture the essence ofIndian rodeo but also
the continuing power of cowboy mythology to help weld Native communities together to face an uncertain future.

B. Byron Price
University of Oklahoma

El Delirio: The Santa

1'e World of Elizabeth White.

By George Stark and

Catherine Rayne, edited by Jo Ann Baldinger. (Santa Fe: SAR Press, 1998. x

+ 149 pp. 96 halftones, map, notes, bibliography, index. $19.95 paper, ISBN 093345 2 -5 2 -7.)
In 1979 I was honored to receive a Weatherhead Fellowship from the
School of American Research (SAR). SAR is a world-renowned research
center in the heart of Santa Fe, where scholars can live for a year to concentrate on research projects. The campus is magnificent, eclectic, and intriguing, graced by old adobe structures, wooden vigas, beehive ovens, flagstone
walks, trees, and a cemetery for several dogs. I lived in the SAR's first apartment while I wrote my dissertation on Navajo art. The oldest building on the
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estate, it had an odd shape and boasted more character than any place in
which I had lived before or have lived since. I have always wanted to know
more about the unique and special structure, and the people, Martha and
Elizabeth White, who designed it. I was sure that the Whites were as intriguing as their home.
Imagine my delight when I opened El Deliria: The Santa Fe Warld afElizabeth White to see the first photograph, "Martha and Elizabeth White on the
portal of the original house at 660 Garcia Street, ca 1925" (p. x). The image
showed myoId apartment, while, in the next few pages, the authors, freelance writer Gregor Stark and E. Catherine Rayne, a lifelong companion to
Elizabeth White, answered my questions about the estate's history. They also
answered my questions about the owners in a series of highly readable and
interesting topical chapters. El Deliria is an excellent biography of Elizabeth
White and her sister, individuals who have long deserved a well-researched
account of their eventful lives.
They were among a number of intriguing, wealthy women who came to
the Southwest in the 1920S to find a sense of place. Elizabeth White (18781972) was a political activist who worked to defend Indian rights to land, water,
and health care. She was also a patron and promoter of Indian art and an
educator, and helped build many local institutions and national organizations.
Innovative in marketing and exhibit techniques, her conceptions ofIndian art
laid the foundation for the Indian Arts and Crafts Board in the 1930s.

El Deliria, however, is more than a biography of an individual and her
home. It also includes glimpses of the anthropologists, artists, writers, painters, reformers, intellectuals, Indians, and politicians that made Santa Fe famous. Extremely well-researched, engaging, and richly illustrated with many
previously unpublished photographs, El Deliria provides readers with a feel
for the world of the Whites and their friends. Stark frames this world with a
highly insightful analysis of the political and cultural dimensions of the times.
I highly recommend this book to anyone interested in regional history and
the history of philanthropists working with Indians.
Nancy

J. Parezo

University ofArizona
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Out ofthe Black Patch: The Autobiography ofEffie Marquess Cannack, Folk
Musician, Artist, and Writer. Edited by Noel A. Carmack and Karen Lynn
Davidson. Life Writings of Frontier Women Series, vol. 4- (Logan: Utah State
University Press, 1999. xviii + 398 pp. Halftones, maps, appendixes, notes,
bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth, ISBN 0-87421-279-0.)
This engaging autobiography about Effie Carmack is the fourth volume
in the Utah State University Press series, Life Writings of Frontier Women.
Effie Carmack was born in 1885 in south-central Kentucky, in the region
called the "Black Patch" for a dark-colored variety of tobacco grown there.
Duri'ng her eighty-eight years, Carmack remained connected to her rural
southern homeland despite having lived much of her life in Arizona, Utah,
and Atascadero, California, where she died in 1974- As she reached her midsixties, she began an account of her life for her children and grandchildren,
demonstrating considerable ability as a writer and storyteller. She had already
gained satisfaction and recognition as a painter, musician, and collector of
folk songs. Recordings of her performances reside at Utah State and in the
Archive of American Folk Song at the Library of Congress.
Although Carmack intended her autobiography as a legacy to her descendants, Latter-day Saint historian Maureen Ursenbach Beecher recognized its
additional value for the history of the Mormons and of American women.
First, Carmack, her parents, and her siblings were converted to the Mormon
faith while living in Kentucky, and she discusses the appeal of the Mormon
message to her family as well as the persecution that Mormon missionaries
suffered as they proselytized in the South. Second, because Effie lived through
much of the twentieth century, her writings expand the story of Mormon
women pioneers beyond nineteenth-century frontier Utah to other locations
and times.
Readers less interested in the history of the Latter-day Saints will also find
Carmack's autobiography worthwhile. Scholars of folk music will welcome
her catalog of folk songs, which is presented in an appendix. In addition she
provides considerable information about herbal remedies and about food
preparation in rural Kentucky. Her detailed descriptions of women's work
begin with the efforts of her mother, who died when Carmack was thirteen,
and extends through her own challenges to raise eight children on limited
means. The struggle for financial stability, the high degree of mobility, and
the tragic loss of family members are important themes in Carmack's work
as is the immense significance of family and community ties. Hers is also the
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story of a woman finding her own identity through art and music despite the
overwhelming demands of marriage and motherhood.
Karen Lynn Davidson, a former professor of English at Brigham Young
University, and Noel Carmack, the author's great-grandson and a preservation librarian at Utah State University, skillfully prepared the work for publication. Much of their research was genealogical, though they also sought
to authenticate Effie's statements about encounters with historical personages and events. The maps and photographs are welcome additions to this
appealing narrative.
Cheryl

J.

Foote

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Bone Deep in Landscape: Writing, Reading, and Place. By Mary Clearman
Blew. Literature of the American West, vol. 5. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1999. x + 197 pp. Halftones, bibliography. $22.95 cloth,

ISBN 0-

8061-3177-2 .)
"Stories are a way of explaining the inexplicable, of giving shape to that
which has no shape, meaning to that which eludes meaning," writes Mary
Clearman Blew in Bone Deep in Landscape (p. 53). In the thirteen essays
that make up this collection, Clearman Blew· examines the American West
through stories from her family's homesteading history and from her own
childhood on the rural frontier in north-central Montana. Whether she is
writing about the work of Montana's pioneering women writers, B. M. Bower,
Mildred Walker, and Dorothy M. Johnson, or about the lives of her own
daughters, Clearman Blew's essays give shape to the myths and realities of
the American West.
The book's opening essay, "The Art of Memoir," is about quilting, an apt
metaphor for Clearman Blew's writing: "[B]e a saver of fabric. Treasure the
smallest scraps, from the maternity dress you have just sewn for your oldest
daughter, from the Halloween coshune you cobbled together for your youngest, from the unfaded inside hems of worn-out clothing or the cotton left over
from other quilts" (p. 3). From just such scraps of history, memoir, literary
criticism, and geography Clearman Blew discerns patterns that reveal the
nature of the West.
In "Local Legend," for instance, she examines changing cultural values
through the story of her great-uncle Theo, whose wife died suddenly, leaving
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him with four small children at the height ofspring planting. Tobe, the youngest child, refused to be separated from her father: "And so-what was he to
do with a sobbing child hanging on his leg, when he had to finish his spring
seeding- Theo took Tobe with him to the field .... He seeded that whole
hundred and sixty acres below the butte that spring, drove six head of horses
and worked the drills with that kid on his lap - but that's my father's voice,
telling about a man who spoiled his daughter" (pp. 51-52).
Her father, Clearman Blew realizes, told the story from "a place where loss
was a daily risk, an excess of emotion was a danger to everyone" (p. 51). For
her, the point of the story is exactly the opposite, the redemptive strength of
Theo's kindness: "The man on the iron seat of the drill has his hands full of
lines and his head turned to watch his drilling pattern. Tonight his neck will
ache. The little girl on his lap has her thumb in her mouth and her head on
his shoulder. ... [H]e cradles her as best he can, and they ride in their cycle
at the slow pace of horses in this exact place, in a story about a grieving child
and a father who would not leave her to cry by herself" (p. 52).
Susan f. Tweit
Salida, Colorado

The Nature of Cities: Ecocriticism and Urban Environments. Edited by
Michael Bennett and David W. Teague. (Tucson: University ofArizona Press,

1999· vi + 311 pp. Halftones, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $4°.00 cloth,
ISBN 0-8165-1947-1, $19.95 paper, ISBN 0-8165-1949-8.)
This volume is a valuable contribution to evolving theories about the environmental movement and cultural criticism relationships. The thirteen
essays are organized into five major sections: Urban Nature Writing; City
Parks; Urban "Wilderness"; Ecofeminism and the City; and Theorizing Urban Space. The purpose of the book is to enable scholars and urban theorists
to gain a deeper understanding of the nature of cities by examining ecocriticism from a variety of perspectives including cultural analysis, literary criticism, and environmental anthologies. The volume editors begin by outlining
the book's five major themes and describing how each essay contributes to
their development. The initial section concludes with a reflection on the
editors' roots in rural settings, which were transformed by moving to the
city. This reference is valuable to western and southwestern scholars in the
West and Southwest, where environmental "actions" will occur around water
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allocation, urban growth management, and access to public lands and landuse disputes.
The first section, "Urban Nature Writing," draws attention to the ways in
which poetry and prose are transformed when the focus is the city. Section
2, "City Parks," draws the reader's attention to how natural settings are consciously planned to create urban environments, and reflects on the ways that
parks contribute to relief from urban intensity. Section 4 sheds light on the
ways that conventional references to urban "wilderness" are misconstrued
and racist. These insights are particularly important to scholars in the Southwest where race and class are often disguised in debates about environmental protection. Section 6 on ecofeminism provides a unique review ofthe way
feminist writing contributes to ecological arguments for voice and gender in
defining environmental values. The final section keys on the question about
how we understand the nature of cities and urban ecology. The authors use
film and science fiction to illuminate our understanding about nature in the
city of the future.
The book's most important contribution to environmental values comes at
the end of section 1 in an interview with Andrew Ross, director ofthe Programs
in American Studies at New York University, who points out fundamental contradictions about our assumption that technology will solve environmental
dilemmas. Ross observes that each computer requires about nineteen tons of
energy and material while each automobile requires about twenty-five tons of
energy and material; they are roughly eqilivalent. Adding in the ecological
costs of computer production-water pollution, toxins, industrial contamination, air pollution, and risk to worker health - one must wonder about the ecological basis of the future toward which we are so eagerly rushing!
This is a book worth reading for western and southwestern scholars interested in urban ecology and environmental affairs. Ecocriticism is a growing
field and no longer easy or comfortable to ignore.
James R. Richardson
University of New Mexico

Sedentism and Mobility in a Social Landscape: Mesa Verde and Beyond. By
Mark D. Varien. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1999· xvi + 276 pp.
Halftones, maps, charts, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $4°.00 cloth, ISBN
0-8165-19°4-8.)
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In this volume, author Mark Varien addresses the issue of settlement mobility- that is, the process by which communities become abandoned in one
area and re-established in another. He rightly argues that sedentism and mobility coupled with site abandonment and site development are best seen as
complementary. These processes are also fundamentally social in nature,
occurring in a social context ofland tenure and the organization oflabor for
production and distribution both within and between communities.
The first chapters review the anthropological and archaeological literature
regarding sedentism and mobility at the level of the household, community,
and region. Analysis of prehistoric mobility at these different scales involves
different data. For example, household mobility is measured by the length of
site occupation and evaluated by cooking potsherd density. Communities are
defined here as a group of individuals engaged in face-to-face interaction on
a regular basis and who share access to the same resources. The mobility of
communities within a locality (a small region) is evaluated by examining the
method and timing of (pit) structure abandonment. Movement of whole
communities is evaluated by examining the chronology, distribution, and
location of community centers (settlement clusters that exhibit public architecture) using GIS technology to incorporate elevation and physiography.
Nearly ten thousand previous tree-ring dates are synthesized to create a precise chronology of site use and abandonment within the region.
These data are used to reconstruct changes in land tenure that occurred
over time in the Mesa Verde region of southern Colorado. Varien argues that
land-tenure systems can be reconstructed from evidence regarding the frequency of residential movement including the abandonment and rebuilding
of houses and communities on a landscape. He particularly emphasizes the
role of abandoned settlements as symbolic claims to both land and resources
by descendant populations. In this way he argues for the primacy of social
relationships and social factors in structuring land use.
Much of the detailed analyses synthesized here were made possible by
data generated by the Dolores Archaeological Program and by the Crow
Canyon Archaeological Center. Years of research by numerous individuals
associated with these projects have contributed extensive background information on paleoclimate, chronology, and site distributions within this region,
and field and laboratory data from a great number of comparably and thoroughly excavated sites, most of which date from roughly A.D. 850 to 13°°.'
Varien's work is made possible by and further contributes to this remarkable regional dataset. Archaeologists who work elsewhere in the Southwest
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will be particularly interested in Varien's general ideas and arguments regarding sedentism mobility and land use. They will also be interested in the innovative combination of methods that he employs in his reconstruction of
prehistoric land-tenure systems for addressing these same general problems
elsewhere. Archaeologists who work in the early farming communities ofthe
eastern United States and Neolithic Europe have also long been interested
in these general ideas of site longevity and abandonment, community mobility, and regional land use. They will find Varien's arguments useful as well.
Alison Rautman
Michigan State University

If They Don't Bring Their Women Here: Chinese Female Immigration Before
Exclusion. By George Anthony Peffer. (Urbana: University of Illinois Press,
1999. xv + 164 pp. Tables, appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $35.00 cloth,
ISBN 0-2520-2469-9, $17.95 paper, ISBN 0-2520-6777-0.)
Until George A. Peffer's pioneering work, most historians have failed to
acknowledge the significance of the Page Law of 1875 in restricting Chinese
immigration to the United States. Seven years before the outright exclusion
of Chinese labor, the U.S. Congress made the first attempt to curb the growth
of the Chinese population in this country by bringing forth "An Act Supplementary to the Acts in Relation to Immigration." As commonly called in honor
of the initial sponsor of the bill, Congressman Horace Page from California,
the Page Law prohibited the importation of Chinese women for the purpose
of prostitution. Despite its moral argument and legal limitation, this discriminatory statute intended to call for the maximum federal power against an
entire ethnic group and paved the way for two dozen more pieces of antiChinese legislation in the next three decades.
Without the illusion of being comprehensive, this short monograph focuses on the impact of the Page Law on female Chinese immigrants and the
Chinese community at large in the pre-exclusion era from 1875 to 1882. During these years all female Chinese immigrants, not just prostitutes, painfully
encountered government harassment, media attack, and public hostility. Since
every woman from China was suspected of engaging in the business of prostitution, corrupt U.S. consuls, inimical customs agents, and biased federal
judges overzealously enforced the law by preventing most female Chinese
immigrants from entering the United States. A federal judge once admitted
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that he could tolerate Chinese immigration "if they don't bring their women
here" (p. 113)' Even the wives and daughters of many Chinese laborers already living in America faced constant threats of deportation if they were
unable to prove their status as legal residents. A number of well-documented
habeas corpus cases in California and of brief biographies of Sinophobic
consular officials in Hong Kong demonstrate how administrative agencies
and federal courts successfully reduced the number of Chinese women in
the United States. According to Peffer, the Page Law, instead of the Chinese
Exclusion Act of 1882, marked the end of free Chinese immigration to the
United States in the nineteenth century.
More significant was that this gender-specific exclusion prolonged the
instability of the Chinese community by reinforcing internal constraints. In
the first three decades after the California gold rush, the Chinese community
in the United States remained overwhelmingly male. The absence ofwomen
hampered the building of a normal society. Although the female population
increased slowly and steadily, the Page Law suddenly reversed such a trend
by restricting not only the entry of prostitutes but also the development of
families. By comparing Chinese communities in America, Australia, Hawaii,
and Southeast Asia, Peffer convincingly argues that the Page Law, not the
sojourner mentality, helped perpetuate the gender imbalance in the Chinese
American population for another century and consequently led to a socially
dysfunctional ethnic society. "Ultimately," states the author, "the Page Law
of 1875 explains why Chinese American history followed the pattern of neither Chinese immigrant communities in other parts of the world nor sojourning groups of different ethnic heritage" (p. 113)' This book will encourage
people to reconceptualize the periods of Chinese immigration and reinterpret Chinese American experiences. However, a few illustrations could make
the book more attractive for classroom adoption.
Liping Zhu
Eastern Washington University

Reconstructing Ancient Maya Diet. Edited by Christine D. White. (Salt Lake
City: University of Utah Press, 1999. xxvii + 260 pp. Halftones, map, tables,
bibliography, index. $45.00 cloth, ISBN 0-87480-602-X.)
The twelve articles in this book attempt to illuminate Maya dietary practice in the past. The temporal range considered in this volume spans the Pre-
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classic through the Historical periods, and the geographical range primarily
consists of Maya sites in the tropical lowlands of Guatemala, Belize, and
Honduras. This range contains ecological variation-from islands and the
coastal plain to mountain valleys. The goal of this volume is to understand
dietary patterns across these temporal and geographical/ecological ranges.
Toward this end, many methods are represented. These include ethnosemantics, paleoethnobotany, zooarchaeology, paleopathology, and osteological chemistry.
The volume contains three sections. The first section considers botanical
and faunal resources available for Mayan consumption. The plant and animal
remains are given equal representation - two chapters each. The second section considers general nutritional status through an exploration of the nutritional stresses as displayed by human remains. The five chapters in this section
rely heavily on analyses of stature and dental pathology. The third, and final,
section ties the previous two together by analyzing the chemical structure of
Maya skeletal remains. These analyses show the relative concentrations of
plant and animal in the Maya diet through distinct chemical markers in bone.
So, why should we care about diet reconstruction? Christine D. White argues in the introduction that diet reconstruction addresses four new archaeological paradigms: (1) spatial variation is as fundamental to social analysis as
is temporal variation; (2) bottom-up analyses ofsocieties are preferable totopdown analyses; (3) more social complexity exists in societies (in the past) than
has previously been attributed to them; and (4) ideological aspects of social
life are as important to understanding societies as are the material aspects (pp.
xiii-xv).
The juxtaposition of three areas of research stems from a desire to approach
better an understanding of Ancient Maya diet through triangulation. The
multiple methods used in different temporal and geographic contexts help
develop a general picture of Maya cuisine. The general picture painted by
this volume's articles most strongly addresses the first three archaeological
concerns described above. A strong sense of spatial as well as temporal variation in Maya diet is imparted. Also, the concern for commoner diet looks
towards the bottom-up perspective. In a related issue, the attention paid to
commoner diet also brings social complexity into relief. On the other hand,
the fourth concern, ideological aspects, is only strongly addressed by one
chapter, Scott Atran's review of modern Itzaj Maya ethnobotany.
However, the different methods are used in different sites at different periods. Therefore, the triangulation is more apparent than real. The volume
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would have benefited by including, in each of the three sections, an article
based on one site from one period. Such an article would have shown how all
of the pieces fit together into a unified whole and where the different methods
reveal contradictory findings. Otherwise, I thoroughly enjoyed this volume and
believe it would be useful to Mayanists and nutritional anthropologists alike.
Cameron Adams
University of Georgia

Western Amerykanski: Polish Poster Art and the Western. Edited by Kevin
Mulroy. (Seattle: University ofWashington Press, 1999. x + 229 pp. Halftones,
color plates, bibliography, index. $60.00 cloth, ISBN 0-295-97812-0, $4°.00
paper, 0-295-97813-9.)
Most everyone has seen Tomasz Sarnecki's 1989 Solidarity poster showing
Gary Cooper's sheriff in High Noon (1952) boldly stepping forward to do what
a man's gotta do- but he is armed with a ballot, not a sixgun. Perhaps few
have reflected on the veiled meaning of that image in context, since High
Noon was a bitter condemnation of the McCarthyite anticommunist hysteria that swept Hollywood in the late 1940s. And perhaps fewer have thought
about why a Polish artist would resort to imagery of the American West in
making the case for Solidarity or why other Poles would respond to it.
This splendid book, copublished with the Autry Museum ofWestern Heritage in Los Angeles, provides the answers. Western Amerykanski consists of
three essays and a fascinating array of posters, all superbly reproduced. Students of western film and western art, of course, will want to own the book.
But it has a broader value, for it compellingly documents the global appeal
of the American western myth, while establishing the myth as a source for
artistic inspiration without borders and an opportunity for often sardonic comment on the values it enshrines.
The opening essay by Edward Buscombe and Kevin Mulroy contextualizes
the Poiish posters within a European tradition of representations of the American West, proving that America's frontier past, as projected in movies, is subject to myriad interpretations that provide distinctive national takes on what is
peculiarly American about America. They are, in that sense, exceptionalist
homages to American exceptional ism. The Polish take, as explained by Frank
Fox in the book's centerpiece essay, is especially intriguing: an Eastern bloc
nation, with long ties through emigration to the United States, an apprecia-
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tion of its emphasis on individual opportunity but grave reservations about its
role as a Western imperial power. Since the western film was such a distinctive American expression, it seemed the key to unlocking the American psyche
and exposing the good, the bad, and the ugly. In the face of state censorship,
Polish poster artists managed the delicate high-wire act ofcelebrating America,
criticizing America, and commenting on Poland's past and its subjugated
present. The informative essay by Mariusz Knorowski, translated from the
Polish by Aneta Zebala, reaches a different conclusion. Fox accepts the enduring appeal of the western myth, while Knorowski establishes the heyday
of Polish poster art (1947-1965), links it to the Western's own glory years, and
then traces their mutual decline. He argues that with the downfall of Communism and the westernization of the former Soviet bloc countries, the West's
mythic lustre has faded even as the once endlessly inventive school of Polish
poster art has been reduced to insignificance.
Not everyone of the posters illustrated in Western Amerykanski is an artistic triumph, and some provide no inkling of what a given movie is about.
However, the best are aesthetically brilliant and, even while subverting an
advertising vehicle into a form of political commentary, ingenious conveyances of the movie's theme. Taken together, these Polish posters affirm the
Old West's astonishing appeal, and the Autry Museum's wisdom in collecting them.
Brian W. Dippie

University of Victoria,

Be

Tombstone, A. T.: A History ofEarly Mining, Milling, and Mayhem. By William B. Shillingberg. Western Lands and Water Series, vol. 19. (Spokane,
Wash.: Arthur H. Clark Company, 1999. 400 pp. Halftones, map, notes, bibliography, index. $39.50 cloth, ISBN 0-87062-273-0.)
Like New Mexico's Lincoln County War, the shoot-out at (near) the OK
Corral in Tombstone, Arizona, is the stuff oflegends. Retold by journalists,
novelists, and Hollywood screen writers numerous times, the 26 October 1881
street fight between the three Earp brothers, aided by friend Doc Holliday,
and the Clantons and McLaurys has been embellished, stretched, hawked to
tourists, and revised over the century to fit each teller's point ofview. In recent
years a series of writers have researched the minute backgrounds of players
and places, in an attempt to turn legend into fact. Now comes William B.
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Shillingberg to get the facts and rescue a town that is "trapped in myth and
legend" (p. u).
Although Shillingberg's book is primarily about the events leading up to
and subsequent to the clash, he provides the context of early mining and town
building. Chapters 2-4 tell of Edward Schieffelin's mineral discovery, the
development of claims by his brother Al and Richard Gird, their mining and
milling efforts, and the establishment of the town. Those chapters also provide new material, including court files previously unused, to explain the
powerful role of Richard Gird, mining man extraordinaire. Gird, unlike many
prospector-discoverers, ensured that he and his partners, the Schieffelin brothers, profited greatly from their find.
A word of caution: despite its subtitle this is not a book about "mining and
milling." The author fails to develop fully the story of the mining district, and
the few descriptions of the evolving industry reveal a weak understanding of
milling and what was happening underground. Well-known sources-company reports and papers of mining men, especially the W. F. Staunton papers
at the University ofArizona-are lacking. Again, this book is obviously about
mayhem, not mining.
Shillingberg's history of the Earp era in Tombstone, 1879-1882, unfortunately competes with other new and more descriptive works on the topic.
Casey Tefertiller's Wyatt Earp: The Life Behind the Legend (1997), for example, exceeds the level of research and interpretation of events. While
Shillingberg is more conservative in his speculations (did Wyatt hold off a
Tombstone lynch mob?), Tefertiller is more convincing, though he is firmly
in the pro-Earp camp.
The book ends with the departure of the Earps and Holliday, the usual
quick review of the mining collapse and bust, and the fate ofkey players. Shillingberg, a CEO of a probate company, shows his skill as a researcher in the
many short biographies- based on probate documents-sprinkled throughout the text and in the epilogue.
Except for the poor reproduction of images (the photograph on p. 273 is
printed backwards), the Arthur H. Clark Company has produced another
quality volume in its Western Lands and Water Series. Shillingberg has provided a good overview of the Schieffelin-Gird operations and a reserved
chronicle ofviolence in this part ofArizona Territory, especially Tombstone's
legendary gunfight, retaliatory ambushes, and Wyatt Earp's vendetta ride.
Robert L. Spude
National Park Service, Santa Fe
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Jewish Stars in Texas: Rabbis and Their Work. By Hollace Ava Weiner, foreword by Jimmy Kessler. The Centennial Series ofthe Association of Former
Students, Texas A&M University, vol. 84. (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1999. xxiv + 302 pp. Halftones, map, notes, bibliography, index.

$24-95 cloth,

ISBN

0-89096-900-0.)

Author Hollace Ava Weiner's volume offers a surprisingly detailed description of the lives of eleven rabbis who served Jewish congregations in
Texas from the 1870S through the 1970S' The large ma jority of the biographies
occur in ~he twentieth century. Geographically, they lived in every corner of
the state from El Paso to Brownsville and from Houston to Dallas. Some rabbis served congregations so small that one wonders at how their presence
could be sustained, while others, in more recent times, ministered quite large
congregations located in sophisticated urban settings.
The range ofsubject matter encompassed is quite broad. It covers the training of aspiring clergymen from their days in Central and Eastern Europe to
those who received their religious education in New York or Cincinnati. The
considerable detail of the rabbis' relations with their parishioners and stories
of how the earlier ones in particular adapted to cultural environments far
removed from the experiences of their own lives and training provide a fascinating account of adaptation, patience, and endurance.
Given Jewish history in the century covered by the volume, large issues
for Jews occupied no small amount oftheir energies. As in much of the American West, German Jewry and Reform Judaism dominated belief and practice in Texas. Such issues as the rise of Zionism, so unattractive and even
anathematic to many Reform Jews until the post-World War II period, brought
sharp differences between rabbis and congregations. The large Jewish immigration from Eastern Europe in the last decades of the nineteenth century
and the first decades of the twentieth directly affected Texas. For instance,
Galveston became, at least on a minor scale, an alternative to New York for
Jewish immigrants for a number of years. How to care for the newcomers
involved problems of social welfare ranging from feeding them to ending
prostitution among some of the newly arrived women.
The rabbis also had to deal with the non-Jewish community of which their
congregants formed only a tiny group, usually a good bit less than 1 percent
of the population. Since the Jewish population was often engaged in business
enterprise, problems could not remain hidden. Every public issue demanded a rabbinical response. The presence of the Ku Klux Klan, which was
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operating primarily in eastern Texas and was sometimes directly threatening
to Jews, posed questions of how to respond. At times the rabbis did so with a
spirit that approached heroism, given the small numbers of their communities and their own isolated personal circumstances.
Often, as a scholarly presence, they served not only as teachers to their
congregants but to the entire community in which they lived. Thus, Lubbock's Rabbi Alex Kline's love of art led to his becoming a powerful conduit
of information through his lectures. The rabbis'cultural standing even allowed them to achieve membership on the University of Texas's Board of
Regents.
At the very least, the volume adds to a growing bibliography ofliterature
on Jews and their significance in the history of the South and Southwest, a
body of research that appears in marked contrast to the paucity of their numbers. Because of the author's choice of subject matter, rabbis, the volume
departs from more general works by laying emphasis on religion rather than
on the economic factors that so often brought Jews (and others) to the West.
In so doing, she reveals a cultural dimension of American history at times
diminished by those historians who seek to emphasize the common ground
presented by the environment of the frontier. Although her Texas rabbis do
not participate in any startling rise to political prominence ofJews often seen
in other western states, their clerical status reveals a more subtle stratum of
cultural activity. Less obvious than high political office, it still reveals both a
political and moral presence. In going beyond the ordinary, this well-written
volume enriches an awareness of societal interaction and accommodation
that fulfills the deeper value of historical study.

Henry J. Tobias
Albuquerque, New Mexico

